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‘One of the top five must see 
immersive theatre events’

 London 24



The Lost Room is a unique immersive 
experience for two people featuring a beautifully 
intricate purpose built space. As participants enter, a 
Victorian paneled study reveals a detailed interactive 
set in which they create an intimate story-making 
experience, aided by a multi-layered audio guide 
transmitted via wireless headphones. 

The work encourages collaborative and individual 
exploration, generating both a shared and personal 
experience. The work is ideal for two strangers, a 
parent and child, or two friends.

The Lost Room was created by Art Of Disappearing 
over 2 years, under the direction of joint artistic 
directors Rachel Champion and Tristan Shorr. Art Of 
Disappearing link choreography, sound, fine art, and 
theatre to create a visual and audio aesthetic that 
encourages interactive responses between audience 
members and allows them to become the active 
designers of their own experience. 

‘The moment when we were in the meadow
with the sun on our faces felt real…’

Audience member

‘A wonderful adventure through forests, ice, 
sky and ocean with a wonderful companion’

Audience member



AUDIENCE COMMENTS

One of the best ½ hours I’ve spent with my 
8 year old companion’.

‘Love this surreal journey that definitely 
brought me back to childhood. Loved the 
sound, the sense of discovery, the use of 
imagination, the sense of mission and mystery.’

‘A beautifully conceived, very elegant 
and playful piece, really imaginative and 
unpredictable, lovely.’

‘This was so much fun. It was like nothing I 
have ever done before!’

‘It’s a really fun way to let go and let your 
imagination run free. Definitely a unique 
experience and great for kids!’

‘A fantastic experience. Very absorbing. 
Art direction/set direction was fabulous…’



‘I didn’t want to leave… 
ever! Despite working in 
a ‘creative job’, its hardly 
creative so spending 
this time using my mind 
and imagination was 
complete bliss! Thank 
you so, so much!’ 
Audience member



Touring:
Upon request

Room consists of:
12 panels with protruding boxes
Key Klamp and wooden structure 
including wooden floor
Internal design and set

Room dimensions:
3m × 3m build
3.5m × 3.5m floor space needed 
(plus access for entrance and exit)
2.40m set height

Technical requirements:
Set inside/marquee/gazebo
Level floor surface
Power supply – 2 power points for lighting 
and wireless transmitter

Get-in: 1 day

Get-out: 1 day

Audience capacity:
2 people per hour; approximately 20 
people per day

Audience suitability:
For people aged 8 years +
Children under 15 must be accompanied 
by a responsible adult

Running Time:
1 hour on rotation which includes 
40 mins performance time inside the room

Number on the road:
3

UK touring:
£1650 for one day 
£2600 for three days 
£3600 for a week 
Details on request for longer stays

Overseas touring:
Details on request

BOOKING DETAILS

CONTACT
Sarah Trist @ 

Sarah Trist Dance Management Agency

11 Beaufort Road 
Kingston upon Thames KT1 2TH

+44 7757 654790
sarah@stdma.com

www.artofdisappearing.com
www.stdma.com




